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UNIT-1

PR CAMPAIGNS: PLANNING, EXECUTION AND
EVALUATION

Unit Structure
1.1 Learning Objectives
1.2 Introduction
1.3 Planning in PR
1.4 Setting Objectives
1.5 Planning Process
1.5.1 Target Publics
1.5.2 PR Message Design
1.5.3 Media Selection
1.5.4 Budgeting in PR
1.6 Implementation of PR Programme
1.7 Evaluations of PR Campaigns
1.8 Check Your Progress
1.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After completion of this unit, learners should be able to understand:







Planning of Public Relations programme
Setting objectives for PR
Designing the PR message
Selection of Media
Implementation of PR Programme
Evaluation of PR Campaign

1.2 INTRODUCTION
Public relations include the role of information dissemination with a view to assist the
management in achieving the organizational motto. Public relations is all about
building a favorable image, in the period of crises of any kind. PR is a kind of bridgebuilding between the internal and external publics of a corporation. Effective and
successful PR is goal oriented.
1.3 PLANNING IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
Public Relations planning are likely any other planning, such as in marketing, sales,
production and distribution. It can operate on a day to day basis. Any planning has
four stages. They are:
Stage I
Fact Finding

Stage II
Planning
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Stage III
Implementation

Stage IV
Evaluation
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Every planning requires some prerequisite data. This prerequisites are obtained
through ―fact-finding‖ or research. Research is all about the knowledge of
organization and its public. A good understanding of the organization and public will
help prepare a blue print of a public relation campaign. It could be done formally or
through market research.
In the second stage of planning, there are different techniques to be followed for a
successful PR programme.
In planning another consideration is the duration and period of plan. Short term plans
are designed to meet immediate needs. Long term plan scatter to future needs. More
successful campaigns are planned for a long term goals.
1.4 SETTING OBJECTIVES
Every PR planning, either for government or private organization, is done with a
specific objective. Organizations should do a need assessment among internal
employees for seeking basic feedback about the organization and its requirement of
any PR Programme.
The objectives should be clearly written so that it could be easily understood by all.

1.5 PLANNING PROCESS
Good PR is always a planned process, with a step by step programme of action.
Planning in PR is required for:
 Solving the present problem
 Working towards objectives
 Knowing the public
 Selection of right media for PR
 Fixing the budget
 Implementation of the programme
 Evaluation of the campaign
PR department always plans and budgets for all type of programs which give impetus
for organizational growth. Planning must involve in-depth strategic thinking,
identifying and selection of ways in which specific objectives may be achieved. The
objectives and plans should not be over-ambitious; there should be sufficient
flexibility and mid plan corrections. As possible, plans should be based on facts.
Plans should not be a threat to the existing groups, rather they should be more
supportive and progressive.
PR plans should be prepared from many angles after thorough brain storming. There
should be alternatives to the plan. Each alternative has to be thoroughly weighed.
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1.5.1 Target Publics
In PR, we are communicating with different types of publics. It is necessary to define
the target publics clearly and then choose the media to reach out. Publics of a PR
programme need to be broadly defined:



The Community-People outside the organisation or in specific locations
Opinion leaders- People who yield influenced on a programme, such as
politicians, bureaucrats, or social workers
 Different Media Publics- readers, listeners and viewers from(Print Media,
Electronic Media & Digital Media)
 Employees- People working within the organisation, top management to
the lowest workers
 The Traders- Material suppliers, distributers, wholesalers, retailers and
agents
 The Customers- include present, past and future customers
 The Financial Contacts- bankers, shareholders, investors, brokers, and
insurers
The PR planner has to keep in mind the targeted publics;only then can the PR
campaign be successful.
1.5.2 PR Message Design
Designing the PR campaign is a creative job. First they have to think about the
audience and then the message. Different questionsmay come to their mind while
thinking about the audience like, specific needsof a group etc.
Message need to be evaluated for its content, style and tone. Many factorslike word,
sentence, fact, photo, logo, text size, and dialog are used in a print message. It needsto
be tested on every aspect. Similarly voice-video message and designs need more
creativity. A perfect PR video needs to accommodate several social messages in a
single message. Pre-testing of message is the only way to sharpenit.
1.5.3 Media Selection
In India, media has an important role in the developmental activities. Media selection
means using the right media for fulfilling the objectives set for the PR campaign. The
right media selections save time, money, effortsneeded to design the messages for a
particular segment of the public. Each media has its strengths and weakness. In PR
campaigns, all media are not used at the same time. Media selection and decisions
regarding media mix are important in the planning of PR campaigns to reach
maximum people.
1.5.4 Budgeting in PR
Budgeting is an essential part of planning in PR. Budget determines the cost incurred
in a PR Programme or Campaign carried out by the organization. Budgeting requires
setting out the priorities for an organization. Budget has to keep in mind the paying
capacity of the organization. Budgeting requires advanced planning and detailing at
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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every step. The PR department has to sit together to provide a descriptive budget plan
which involves:








Salaries of PR staff for the work involved
Office expenses and cost
Transport and travel expenses
Stationary and postage expenses
Printing, photography, video and other production cost
Media cost
Hiring of equipment, rooms and hospitality costs etc.

All these expenses need a proper accounting procedure to be followed. Each of these
arrived in the period of planning may be utilized properly while implementing the PR
Programme. Every record of payment and expenditure should be kept. Charges
should be fair and reasonable, so there should not be any question about over
expenditure. The budget for the PR activities is determined by the action plan
proposed and the activities to be undertaken by the media. Time frame has to be
prepared while preparing the budget.
1.6 IMPLEMENTATION OF PR PROGRAMME
After planning, we have to look after other essential aspects of PR campaign i.e.
implementation of the programme. The implementation part requires involvement of
a large number of people to achieve our objectives. Efforts should be made to ensure
that there should not be any lapses. There should be continuous evaluation of the
programme. Feedback must be taken for necessary changes in the message
transmitted through media. A good PR plan is an endless process.
1.7 EVALUATIONS OF PR CAMPAIGNS
Evaluation is an integral part of PR Planning process and it should be an important
component of all campaigns. It is necessary to analyze all campaign success stories
and identify the key factor. Evaluation can be a short research upon whatever lesson
that could be learnt from actual experience.
Evaluation could be undertaken at different levels of complexity. At the simplest
level, evaluation process could take the form of finding answers to basic questions,
like.
How did the campaign go?
Did you put sufficient effort?
If we had to do the same campaign again, what should be done differently?
Evaluation seeks systematic answers to these and similar questions through research
in terms of the impact, effect and outcome as a result of PR activity or programme.
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Always a decision has to be taken as to which type of evaluation has to be used for a
particular campaign. In broad terms, the evaluation criteria for a PR campaign fall in
one of the following forms:
Publicity
Readers Interest/ viewer‘s interest/ listener‘s interest
Readability/ clarity
The public relations professionals throughout the world have made extensive use of
the following techniques to streamline their programs.
Monitoring the Programme
Monitoring of the programme or campaign during this course of its implementation is
as important as pre and post programme evaluation. It is important to keep on
watching and maintaining the elements of the programme to its desired impact. If for
any reason the impact is weak or undesirable or excessive, the PR person needs to
take corrective action. This could be in a form of a change in media, the message, the
frequency or the timing.
Observation Study
Observation study is fairly common in areas where close observation over a certain
period could disclose if the campaign is having the desired impact on the target
audience. Campaigns pertaining to house-keeping, cleanliness in the community,
neighborhood, and protection of environment with tree plantation, observation of ―no
smoking‖ signs and several other issues could be put into observation test. PR
campaigns through a simple slogan can be observed with the reaction of the audience.
Perception Study
Perception study is strongly recommended for all PR programs. Normally they relate
to the corporate image, government, shareholders, media and investing public. A
negative perception could often be changed to positive perception with proper
information.
Attitude Study
Most PR campaigns are directed towards the target publics to change their attitudes
towards an organization, a product, an idea, a scheme, a person, or a group. For this,
they need to know their existing attitudes.
The political parties also launch their campaigns, conduct an attitude survey to focus
on the negative and positive attitudes of the voters.
Media Assessment
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PR campaigns are more dependent on media advertisement. Media can be employed
to reach out to the target audience. All negative coverage should be guarded against.
It is the responsibility of PR department to keep good media relations to mitigate this
issue. A single negative message may hamper the entire PR campaign.
We also observe that the results of evaluation can have far-reaching effects; it not
only reveals the achievement of a campaign objective but also useful information
which could be utilized for reshaping policies for having better and harmonious
relations with the public.

1.8 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. What do you mean by a PR Campaign?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. What is the planning Process in PR?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. How important is evaluation in a PR campaign?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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UNIT-2 ETHICAL ISSUES IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
Unit Structure
2.1 Learning Objectives
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Ethical and Legal Issues
2.4 Public Relations and Ethics
2.5 Public Relations and Law
2.6 Check Your Progress

2.1 LEARNINGOBJECTIVE
After completion of this unit, learners should be able to understand:
 Legal issues related to public relations
 Different laws and code of ethics related to public relations

2.2 INTRODUCTION
Ethics is more than just obeying the law. It has more to do with morality than legality.
Law and morality are related, but they are certainly not the same thing.
Every progression has a professional code of ethics. Since Public Relations are public
communication function having the power to influence public opinion, there is more
requirement of ethical practice for PR Professionals. The historical trend of associating
public relations with all things unethical–lying, spin-doctoring, and even espionage makes
the critic argue that ‗PR Ethics‘ is an oxymoron.
The modern public relations profession started
with ‗the public be damned Era‘. In the initial
years, public relations focused on generating publicity
at almost any cost.
However, like any other profession, Public
Relations have also grown up. With growth of the
profession, need for ethical code of conduct also
came up. In 1906, Ivy Lee, with his ‗declaring of principles‘ promoted the practice into
―the public be informed‖ era with his emphasis on telling the truth and providing accurate
information.
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In 1960s, the profession became more ethical and socially responsible and introduced
professional code of ethics, which is known as Code of Venice. This was adopted in
1961 by International Public Relations Association (IPRA). The Code ‗aimed at
establishing accepted standards of professional ethics and behavior in the field of
Public relations to be adhered by all members of the association world wide‘. This was the
first comprehensive code of conduct and formed the basis for similar codes of conduct
adopted by many national public relations associations.
2.3 ETHICAL & LEGAL ISSUES
Today we live in an age of expanding specializations in various activities. Certain
practices as discussed below should be avoided to enhance reputation of PR Profession
and the organization /individual.
Paid News
Media, which is known as the fourth pillar of democracy, acts as a repository of public
trust. All the news stories published in media are believed to be impartial, correct and
trust worthy. Unlike advertisement, no one pays the media for publishing or
broadcasting any news.
However, some media organizations are publishing or broadcasting in favour of particular
individuals or organizations or corporate entities for monetary considerations. They
publish promotional content, which should be advertisement, in the disguise of news. This
type of news is known as Paid News. In other words, ‗paid news‘ is an advertisement
in the shape of news.
The Press Council of India defines paid news as ‗any news or analysis appearing in any
media (Print & Electronic) for a price in cash or kind as consideration‘. Press Council
of India‘s guideline says ‗news should be clearly demarcated from advertisements by printing
disclaimers, should be strictly enforced by all publications. As far as news is concerned, it
must always carry a credit line and should be set in a type face that would distinguish
it from advertisements. But the difference between news and ―paid news‖ is often unclear.
Such news are given in such a way that the reader thinks these are editorial content. These
are given in same font and style as news in the newspaper or Television. Such contents are
mostly given by the organization or individual who is paying for it or sometimes the
journalists working in news rooms can be asked to write up contents to suit the advertiser‘s
needs. Paid news affects the impartiality of media. It gives incorrect information to public
hence hampers the capacity to form correct judgments and accurate opinions. As Paid
news misleads the public as it is designed to achieve certain outcome by the entity
which pays for it. Such news influences voters‘ behavior, thus it is a threat to democracy.
Since it pushes advertisement as news, it destroys the soul of journalism-truth, fairness,
objectivity, accuracy, responsibility and impartiality. As truthfulness is core of PR Code of
ethics across the globe, such practice, which mis leads public is unethical and morally
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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wrong. Even the Election commission of India has recommended making Paid News as
an Offence. Confusing or misinforming the mass will not only bring bad reputation to the
organization or individual, it will also affect the credibility of the PR profession.
Envelope Journalism
Envelope Journalism is a term coined to denote the practice of
bribing the journalist for favourable media coverage. The bribe
is offered in hard cash or other material incentive to the
journalist in order to get favourable editorial news coverage. It
has been seen that journalists are given cash in envelope along
with the press kit during corporate press events and press
conferences. Reporters are often given money to suppress
negative news or highlight positive news about a Company.
Sometimes it is argued that the cash incentive is given for the time and energy the journalist
spends for the story.
This practice is considered unethical because it affects neutrality of media. It is ethically,
legally and morally wrong. Since media has significant influence on shaping public
opinion, news stories generated through such means affects right opinion building. It may
give short term PR mileage, but in long run it can make irreparable dent to the reputation of
the organisation or individual. PR Professionals should not use such unethical tactics.
Paid Appearance
Paid Appearance is the practice of paying money to get an opportunity for appearing in a
TV programme. Corporate Entities and politicians often use this technique to appear
in popular TV Show, Panel Discussion, Talk Show or Interview Programme to promote
their organization or themselves. The Spokesperson or Senior Executive of the Company
appears on behalf of the Company as representative. Such practice promotes undeserving
persons or organisations to be in popular TV Channel. Sometimes in place of person,
products are placed in a popular news programme or TV Show to promote the product.
The promotional message is covered as news, which gets higher credibility. The TV
Programme delivers the message as a third party without mentioning about the paid
appearance.
This is again an unethical practice. There is also a risk. If the public come to know
about the payment made to the media, the credibility the organisationas well as the
media is affected. Such practice should be avoided by a professional PR person.
Special Supplement
A Special Supplement is an additional publication by the newspaper or magazine with
news and article on a particular theme or topic. This is distributed free with the main
publication. Content in the special supplements is softer than that in main publication.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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These special supplements usually cover a particular
topic or theme like real-estate, environment, banking etc
and are published on a specific day or to mark a
specific occasion or event like Durga Puja,
Independence Day or Anniversary of the publication
etc.
The primary purpose of special supplement is to
attract advertisers. Hence these supplements cover
promotional materials. For example, a special supplement on real- estate may cover
articles about real estate trend in the region. It may also cover a feature article on a
project by a particular advertiser and advertisement of real-estate companies. Similarly, a
special supplement on health will cover articles on heart disease and below it an
advertisement of Cardiology Specialty Hospital.
Handled properly and ethically, supplements could be a good PR vehicle. However, in
some cases most of the contents in a special supplement is written by the advertisers,
though it looks like written by the editorial staff of the newspaper. A General reader can
hardly differentiate this and considers the promotional articles as editorial coverage. This is a
breach of public trust and goes against the ethics of Public Relations.
1.4 PUBLIC RELATIONS & ETHICS
IPRA Code of Ethics
The International Public Relations Association(IPRA) was set up as a Para-National
organisation in May 1955, to raise standards of public relations practice in various
countries and to improve the professional quality and efficiency of public relations
practitioners.
An international code of ethics was adopted by IPRA council at a meeting in Athens
held in 1965. This code was referred to the Code of Athens. It was modified in
Tehran in 1968. The interesting feature about this code is its success in setting ethical
standards which are internationally accepted.
PRSI Code of Ethics
Public Relations Society of India (PRSI) has been setup in 1958 with head quarters at
Mumbai with an objective to promote the recognition of public relations as a profession and
to formulate and interpret to the public the objectives and the potentialities of public
relations as a strategic management function.
PRSI adopted International Code of Ethics for Public Relations at the First All India
Public Relations Conference, New Delhi, 21st April, 1968.
1.

CONSIDERING that all Member countries of the United Nations
Organization have agreed to abide by its Charter which reaffirms ―its faith
in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human
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person‖ and that having regard to the very nature of their profession, Public
Relations practitioners in these countries should undertake to
ascertain and observe the principles set out in this Chapter,
2.

CONSIDERING that, apart from ―rights‖, human beings have not only
physical or material needs but also intellectual, moral and social needs,
and that their rights are of real benefits to the moral in so far as needs are
essentially met,

3.

CONSIDERING that, in the course of their professional duties and
depending on how these duties are performed, Public Relations
practitioners can substantially help to meet these intellectual, moral and
social needs,

4.

And lastly, CONSIDERING that the use of techniques enabling them to
come simultaneously into contact with millions of people gives Public
Relations practitioners a power that has to be restrained by the
observance of a strict moral code,
On all these grounds the Public Relations Society of India hereby declares that it
accepts, as its moral charter the principles of the following Code of Ethics, and that if, in
the light of evidence submitted to the Society, a member of this Society should be found
to have infringed this Code in the course of his professional duties, he will be deemed to
be guilty of serious misconduct calling for an appropriate penalty.
Accordingly, each Member of this Society SHALL ENDEAVOUR
1. To contribute to the achievement of the moral and cultural conditions enabling
human beings to reach their full stature and enjoy the indefeasible rights
to which they are entitled under ―Universal Declaration of Human Rights‖;
2. To establish communication patterns and channels which, by fostering the
free flow of essential information, will make each member of the group feel
that he is being kept informed, and also give him an awareness of his
own personal involvement and responsibility and of his solidarity with other
members;
3. To conduct himself always and in all circumstances in such a manner as to
deserve and secure the confidence of those with whom he comes into
contact;
4. To bear in mind that because of the relationship between his profession and
the public, his conduct-even in private-will have an impact on the way in
which the profession as a whole is appraised.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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SHALL UNDERTAKE
1

To observe, in the course of his professional duties, the moral principles and
rules of the ―Universal Declaration of Human Rights‖;

2

To pay due regard to, and uphold, human dignity, and to recognize the right
of each individual to judge for himself;

3

To establish the moral, psychological and intellectual conditions for dialogue
in its true sense, and to recognize the right of the parties involved to state
their case and express their views;

4

To act, in all circumstances in such a manner as to take account to the
respective interests of the parties involved: both the interests of the
organization which he serves and the interests of the public concerned;

5

To carry out his undertakings and commitments which shall always be so
worded as to avoid any misunderstanding, and to show loyalty and integrity
in all circumstances so as to keep the confidence of his clients or
employees, past or present and of all the public that are affected by his
actions.

SHALL REFRAIN FROM
1. Subordinating the truth to other requirements;
2. Circulating information which is not based on established and ascertainable
facts;
3. Taking part in any venture or undertaking which is unethical or dishonest or
capable of impairing human dignity and integrity;
4. Using any ―manipulative‖ methods or techniques designed to create
subconscious motivations which the individual cannot control of his own
free will and so cannot be held accountable for the action taken on them.
Global Protocol on Ethics in Public Relations
The Global Alliance provides sound guidance for member agencies on ethical behaviour
through its Global Ethics Protocol on Public Relations, written in 2002. Member
societies have incorporated the principles of this protocol in their own codes of ethics.
The Global Ethics Protocol contains, among other things, a declaration that members
work to enhance the reputation of the PR business by remaining objective and by
accepting a duty to a broader society than the client he or she represents.
Declaration of Principles
 A profession is distinguished by certain characteristics or attributes,
including:
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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 Mastery of a particular intellectual skill through education and training
 Acceptance of a duty to a broader society than merely to one‘s clients/
employers; Objectivity; and High standards of conduct and performance.
We base our professional principles, therefore, on the fundamental value and dignity of the
individual. We believe in and support the free exercise of human rights, especially freedom
of speech, freedom of assembly, and freedom of the media, which are essential to the
practice of good public relations. In serving the interest of clients and employers, we
dedicate ourselves to the goals of better communication, understanding, and
cooperation among diverse individuals, groups, and institutions of society. We also
subscribe to, and, support equal opportunity of employment in the public relations
profession and in life long professional development.
We pledge:
 To conduct ourselves professionally, with integrity, truth, accuracy, fairness, and
responsibility to our clients, our client public‘s, and to an informed society;
 To improve our individual competence and advance the knowledge and
proficiency of the profession through continuing education and research and,
where available, through the pursuit of professional accreditation; and
 To adhere to the principles of the Code of Professional Standards for the
Practice of Public Relations.
CODE OF PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS


We are committed to ethical practices, preservation of public trust, and the
pursuit of communication excellence along with powerful standards of
performance, professionalism, and ethical conduct. Advocacy
 We will serve our client and employer interests by acting as responsible
advocates and by providing a voice in the market place of ideas, facts, and
view points to aid informed public debate. Honesty
 We adhere to the highest standards of accuracy and truth in advancing the
interests of clients and employers.
Integrity
We will conduct our business with integrity and observe the principles and spirit of the
Codes that our own personal reputation and that of our employer, and the public relations
profession in general, is protected.
Expertise
We will encourage members to acquire and responsibly use specialized knowledge
and experience to build understanding and client/employer credibility. Further more, we
will actively promote and advance the profession through continued professional
development, research, and education.
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Loyalty
We will insist that members are faithful to those they represent, while honoring their
obligations to serve the interests of society and support the right of free expression.
CODE OF PRACTICE
We believe it is the duty of every association and every member within that association that
is party to the Code of Professional Standards to:


Acknowledge that there is an obligation to protect and enhance the
profession.



Keep informed and educated about practices in the profession that
ensure ethical conduct.



Actively

pursue

personal and professional

development.

Accurately define what public relations activities can and cannot
accomplish.


Counsel its individual members in proper ethical decision-making
generally, and on a case specific basis.



Require that individual members observe the ethical recommendation
sand behavioral requirements of the Code.

Code of Venice
Code of Venice on professional conduct Adopted in 1961 and amended in 2009, the
Code of Venice is an undertaking of professional conduct by members of the
International Public Relations Association and recommended to Public Relations
practitioners world wide.
In the conduct of Public Relations practitioners shall:
Conduct towards Employers and Clients
1. Have a general duty of fair dealing towards employers or clients, past and
present.
2. Not represent conflicting or competing interests without the express
consent of those concerned.
3. Safeguard the confidences of both present and former employers and
clients.
4. Not employ methods tending to be derogatory of another practitioner‘s
employer or client.
5. Not, whilst performing services for an employer or client, accept fees,
commission or any such consideration in connection with those services from
anyone other than the employer or client without the express consent of the
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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employer or client.
6. Not propose to a prospective client that fees or other compensation be
contingent on the achievement of certain results no renter into any fee
agreement to the same effect.
Conduct towards the Public and the Media
1. Conduct themselves with respect to the public interest and with respect
for the dignity of the individual.
2. Not engage in practice which tends to corrupt the integrity of any
channel of communication;
3. Not intentionally disseminate false or misleading information.
4. At all times seek to give a faithful representation of the organisation
which the practitioner serves.
5. Not create any organisation to serve an announced cause but which actually
serves an undisclosed interest nor make use of any such existing organisation.
Conduct towards Colleagues
1. Not intentionally injure the professional reputation of another practitioner.
2. Not seek to replace another practitioner with that practitioner‘s
employer or client. Conduct related to digital channels of communication.
3. Act in accordance with the above with special care when using the
Internet and other digital media as channels of communication.
Sanctions
IPRA members shall, in upholding this Code of Venice, agree to abide by and help
enforce the disciplinary procedures of the International Public Relations Association in
regard to any breaching of this Code.
Though there is several PR Code of ethics, most of them are voluntary in nature.
These are not mandatory as per law, but responsibility of every professional in this
field. The ethical concept of truth and righteousness should be guiding principle for
public relations function. According to CV Narasimha Reddi, ‗If the key purpose of
public relations is to earn the good will of the public for an organisation, it is incumbent
upon PR professionals to make decisions on dissemination of public information based on
five consideration: truth, public interest (Stakeholders‘interest), the professional
standards, personal behavior (ethical and moral values) and corporate culture. In his book
he has introduced the Golden Triangle PR Ethical Model, which says Ethics in PR
should be based on the principle of trinity; (1)Professionalism with standards of service
and technical skills, (2) Ethics in Public Relations and (3)Corporate Ethics. These three
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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values should go in unison for credibility and importance of PR as professional
discipline.
2.5 PUBLIC RELATIONS AND LAW
Though there is no law specifically for Public Relations, like every other Professional PR
Professional works within the frame work of the Constitution and laws of the land. Several
Acts and Laws influence the practice of Public Relations. Let‘s discuss some important
legal aspects, a Public Relations professional should know.
The Law of Defamation:
Defamation is any false communication, either
written or spoken, that harms a reputation of an
individual person, organization or product; reduces
the respect regard of confidence in which the
individual person, business or product, is held or
induced hostile or disagree able opinion or feeling
gains the individual person, business or product.
Section 499 of the IPC defines what amounts to criminal defamation.
It states defamation could be through words – spoken or intended to be read, through
signs, and also through visible representations. These can either be published or
spoken about a person with the intention of damaging reputation of that person or
organisation. When it is spoken, it is known Slander and when printed words or images, it
is called Libel. In other words, Slander is a false and defamatory statement by spoken
words or gesture tending to harm the reputation of another. Libel is publication of a false
and defamatory statement tending to hard the reputation of another without any lawful
justification.
Defamation can both be a civil wrong and a criminal offence. Both are differentiated on
the basis of the objects they seek to achieve. Under the civil law, the person defamed can
move either the high court or trial court and seek damages in the form of monetary
compensation from the accused. Civil defamation is based on the tort law,–an area of law
which does not rely on statutes to define wrongs but takes from ever-increasing body of
case laws to define what would constitute a wrong.
Criminal defamation is a bailable, non-cognizable and compoundable offence. Police can
register a case and start investigation only after the court‘s permission. Under Indian
Penal Code, someone held guilty of criminal defamation may face an imprisonment of upto
two years, with or without fine. Since it is a compoundable offence, the criminal court
can drop the charges if the victim and the accused enter into a compromise to that effect.
Truth or justification and fair comment are the defenses available in an action for
defamation. If the statement is true and justified, no defamation suit holds good. In civil
cases truth is the absolute defence and in criminal cases, it must be proved that the
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imputations was made for public good. Accusations censure or imputation made in good
faith by person having lawful authority is exceptions.
Right to Privacy:
Right to privacy means ‗the right to be let alone; the right of a person to be free from
unwarranted publicity; and the right to live without unwarranted interference by the
public in matters with which the public is not necessarily concerned‘. Right of Privacy is
implicit in the Right to Life and Personal Liberty guaranteed by Article 21 of the
Constitution that states that ―No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty
except according to procedure established by law‖. Right to privacy can be invaded by:


Intrusion: An entry without permission to a person‘s physical confine mentor
private affairs.



False Light: Publicity of information which is false or creates a wrong
impression.



Exposing private info: Publicizing personal facts about someone in public
when such disclosure is highly offensive to the person.

Appropriation: Use of someone‘s name, voice, identity or likeness without
consent which causes financial damage to the person.
PR Professional must be careful regarding disclosing personal information of employees or
any individual, while publishing any document or material. If required, consent from the
individual may be taken in writing before publication. Similarly, if a photo of individuals need
to be used in advertisement or publicity material, it is advisable to take his/her consent.
While responding to media queries, PR person should not disclose the personal information
like salary, age, address and phone number of employee or any other individual.


Rumour
The Criminal Law (Amendment) Act 1961 provides for offence of making, publication or
circulation in any notified area, of any statement, rumour or report which is or is likely
to be prejudicial to the maintenance of the public order or essential supplied or service in
that area or is prejudicial to the interest of the safety or security of India.
Intellectual Property Rights
Intellectual Property is the ideas and information in applied forms which are of
commercial value. Like personal or physical property,
Intellectual Property is an asset, so it can be sold bought,
exchanged, licensed or donated. Also the owner of this
property has the right to prevent unauthorized use or sale of
this. Intellectual property is of different form–patent,
copyright, Trademark and trade names and others like
industrial design, trade secret etc. Intellectual Property, as
the name suggests, is a product of human intellect. It is intangible or incorporeal.
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Examples of intellectual property include an author‘s copyright on a book, a distinctive
logo design representing a company and its products, unique design elements of a packet,
or a patent on the process to manufacture a product.
In India, Intellectual property rights is governed by Patent Act, 1970; Copyright Act,
1957and Trade and Merchandise Act, 2003 and several other acts.
Patent Act
Patent is a statutory right for an invention granted for a limited period of time to the
patentee by the Government, in exchange of full disclosure of his invention for excluding
others, from making, using, selling, importing the patented product or process for
producing that product for those purposes without his consent. The patent holder has the
legal right to exclude others from commercially exploiting his invention for the duration
of this period. In return for exclusive rights, the applicant is obliged to disclose the
invention to the public in a manner that enables others, skilled in the art, to replicate the
invention. Invention, under the Patent Act, means ―a new product or process involving an
inventive step and capable of industrial application‖. After expiry of the patent period
the invention becomes a public property and be used freely by anyone.
In the case of a product patent making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing for
these purposes, the product in India without the permission of the patentee amounts to
infringement. Similarly in case of process patent using, offering for sale, selling or
importing for these purposes the product obtained directly by that process in India
without the permission of the patentee becomes infringement. Remedies against
infringement of a patented invention include an injunction with to prevent the infringer for
many further use and a ward damage to the patent owner or payment of royalty to the
patent owner for further use.
Copyright Act
Copyright is the exclusive right granted by the law to protect
intellectual property like literary, artistic, musical material for a
fixed number of years or for the lifetime of the person who has
originally produced it. Unlike privacy constitution
specifically gives copy right protections. Copyright protection
applies from the moment the work is produced.
Under the (Indian) Copyright Act, 1957, the following work
has been protected:
 Artistic work including a painting, as culpture, a drawing (including a diagram, map,
chart or plan), an engraving, a photograph, a work of architecture or artistic
craftsmanship, dramatic work,
 Literary work(including computer programmes, tables, compilations and
computer databases),
 Musical work (including music as well as graphical notation),
 sound recording, and
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 cinematograph film
Copyright owner or his/her authorised agent can assign or license the copyright in his
/her work. For original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works, the duration of copy
right is the life time of the author or artist, and 60 years counted from the year
following the death of the author, where as this is protected for 60 years which is
counted from the year following the date of publication in the case of cinematograph
films, sound recordings, photographs, post publications, anonymous and works of
government and works of international organizations.
The Copyright Act 1957 provides three kinds of remedies-administrative remedies, civil
remedies and criminal remedies. The administrative remedies provided under the statute
include detention of the infringing goods by the customs authorities. The civil remedies
are provided under Chapter XII of the Copyright Act 1957 and the remedies provided
include in junctions, damages and account of profits. The criminal remedies are provided
under Chapter XIII of the statute and the remedies provided against copyright
infringement include imprisonment (upto 3 years) along with a fine (upto 200,000
Rupees).
Public Relations professionals must get permission from the owner of any work for
using, reproducing or displaying publically.
Trade and Merchandise Act
Trademark is a symbol, logo, word, sound, colour, design or other device that is used to
identify a business or a product in commerce. According to the Trade Marks Act, 1999,
―trade mark means a mark capable of being represented graphically and which is capable
of distinguishing the goods or services of one person from those of others and may
include shape of goods, their packaging and combination of colours‖. A Trade Mark
identifies the product of its origin, guaranties its unchanged quality, advertises the products
and creates an image for products.
Trade mark infringement typically occurs when a person uses a trade mark which may be
either a symbol or a design, with resembles to the products owned by the other party.
Infringement may occur when the infringer uses a trademark which is identical or
confusingly similar to a registered trademark owned by another person, in relation to
products or services which are identical or similar to the products or services which the
registration covers.
There are mainly two classes of Offences relating to Trademarks. These are (a)
Falsification of Trademark and (b) Falsely applying the trademark to goods or services. The
punishment for the above offences shall not be less than 6 months imprisonment which
may extend to three years and a fine which shall not be less 50,000/-, butmay extend to
Rupees Two Lakh. Wherever the court proposesal ower punishment than the minimum,
it has to record, adequate and special reasons for the same. However second and
subsequent offence shall be more severely punished.
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PR should protect the use of Trademark when promoting a organisation, product or
service. It is the responsibility of PR to ensure that no person or business is using its
trademark as its own, and it should monitor its use by the media. Distortion or alternation of
trademark in print should also be monitored byPR professional of the organisation.
Consumer Protection Act
Consumer is the purpose and most powerful stakeholder in business. Consumer
Protection Act 1986 protects the interest of the consumers. It prohibits false
representation of the standard quality, style or grade of good or service. According to the
Act the basic rights of consumers include:


Right to be protected against marketing of goods and services which are
hazardous to life and property.
 Right to be informed about the quality, standard and price of goods or services
so as to protect the consumer against unfair trade practices.
 Right to be assured, wherever possible, access to variety of goods and services at
competitive prices.
 Right to be heard and to be assured that consumers interests will receive due
consideration at appropriate forums.
 Right to seek redressal against unfair trade practices.
 Right to consumer education.
Safeguarding interest of the consumer is the responsibility of a PR professional morally and
legally. A public relations professional must not endorse a poor quality product. Before
propagating a product or campaigning for its promotion, PR person must be assured
about the quality and the norm prescribed by the Consumer Protection Act. Information
releted to quality, purity, potency, standard method of use etc of the commodity is right
of the Consumer. Any false communication may land in legal trouble for the organisation,
affecting its reputation and credibility.
The Act gives enough power to the consumer courts at district, state and National
level to safeguard interest of the Consumers. If a
defaulter does not appear in court despite notices and
reminders, the court may decide the matter in his
absence. The forum can sentence the defaulter to a
maximum of three years‘ imprisonment and impose a
fine of Rs. 10,000. Forum scan issue warrants to
produce defaulters in court. They can use the police
and revenue departments to enforce orders.
Other Legal Issues
Besides above laws, a PR person should have knowledge of the laws and regulations
governing corporation. Message of risk and their consequences in investment of stocks must
be mentioned in the public issue related press releases.
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As per SEBI regulation, the annual report must include a audited financial statements,
profit and loss account, Company‘s financial performance and a brief description of
the company‘s business product or services. Press releases on mutual funds scheme
must carry a sterner message to read the ‗offer document‘ carefully before deciding to invest
money in the offer. Since Social Media has significant influence on today‘s PR practice,
awareness about legal aspects of social media (dealt within IT Act 2010) is also
important.
2.6 CHECK YOURPROGRESS
1. What is the necessity of ethics in Public Relations?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. What is Consumer Protection Act?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3.Describe the Code of ethics of PRSI?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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UNIT-3 SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES IN PR
Unit Structure
3.1

Learning Objectives

3.2

Introduction

3.3

Need of social media in PR

3.4

Social media tools

3.5

Public Relations through Social Media tools

3.6

Ethical issues in social media

3.7

Check your progress

3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After completion of this unit, learners should be able to understand:


PR activities carried out through the utilization of social media



Different PR tools



PR for external community



Ethical issues persistent in social media

3.2 INTRODUCTION
Social media has become the most favored communication vehicle. Invention of the
social media has changed the .correspondence habits in present times. Sharing files,
photographs, recordings, and so forth has gotten simple with the rise of social media.
Instances of various social media platforms are YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp,
Wikies, Twitter, Instagram, and so on. It has additionally become a well-known
showcasing technique these days. Social media affects the manner in which
individuals share thoughts, substance, considerations, and connections on the web.
Social media can appear as content, sound, video, pictures, and networks.
3.3 NEED OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN PR
In generally, social media refers to exercises, practices, and conduct among networks
of individuals who accumulate online to share data, information, and sentiments
utilizing conversational media. Conversational media are electronic applications that
make it convenient to make and effectively transmit content as words, pictures, video,
and sound. Present society uses social media platforms like Facebook, Youtube,
WhatsApp, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, WordPress, and LinkedIn, to communicate.
The social media effectively trades photographs, recordings sound, videos,
documents, and many more files to develop a connection among humans.
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As we arrange social media in an authentic setting, we should also realize the inborn
association between social media and social systems. Social systems include a mind
boggling arrangement of electronic administrations that take into consideration the
self-association of people to build an open or semi-open profile with a lot of clients
that share an association.
Use of social media across the globe


70% of the Internet populace utilizes social systems in a huge number of
ways, and this number increases day by day.



Facebook reports one-billion or more records.



Flickr has nearly-2,000,000 clients, with a million photographs shared every
day.



Fifty-8,000,000 Tweets are tweeted every day.



Foursquare gloats interfacing thirty-3,000,000 clients with 1.3million
organizations.



Instagram has one hundred million clients and holds four billion
photographs.



50% of purchasers state they cooperate with social media while sitting in
front of the TV.



Forty-four percent of US tablet proprietors utilize their gadgets day by day to
get to social media.



Thirty-eight percent of US cell phone proprietors utilize their gadgets day by
day to get to social media.



There are 48.7 million Pinterest clients.



Every moment, seventy-two hours of video is transferred to You-Tube.

Advantages of social media
 Associate individuals with data and administrations.
 Collaborate with others—including those inside their association or network.
 Create new substances, administrations, networks, and channels of
correspondence that assist individuals with conveying data and
administrations.
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The following traits are related to social media:
 Flexibility: Social media can deal with an assortment of structures for
the data it presents – words, pictures, sound, video, and illustrations.
 Immediacy: Social media can convey data immediately, frequently as
situations develop.
 Hypertextuality: Social media can associate one arrangement of data
with different organizations also, through hyperlinks.
 Interactivity: Social media have a human-machine correspondence
framework.
 Multimediality: Unlike conventional media, Social media can contain
different kinds of media. We can sit in front of the TV and tune in to the
radio, and read papers on a site page.
 Extended Access: We can gain admittance to the web or Social media
sources in any place we are in.
Blogs
A blog is fundamentally a diary that is accessible on the web. It is gotten from the
term 'Web Log'. The action of refreshing a blog is
"blogging" and somebody who keeps a blog is a
"blogger."Blogs are regularly refreshed every day
utilizing programming that permits individuals with
next to zero specialized foundation to refresh and keep
up the blog. Postings on a blog are quite often in a
regular for web journals to be accessible as RSS
(Really Simplified Syndication) channels. www.blogspot.com, www.wordpress.org is
a portion of the free blog facilitating locales.
Vlogs
A video blog or video log, here and there abbreviated
to video blog is a type of blog for which the medium is
video, and is a type of web TV. The word got from the
term Video Web Log. On January 2, 2000, Adam
Kontras posted a video nearby a blog passage planned
for illuminating his loved ones regarding his cross
country move to Los Angeles in the quest for Broadway, denoting the principal post
on what might later turn into the longest-running video blog ever. (Kaminsky,
Michael Sean (2010).
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Basics of Web Writing
Before getting down to composing for the web, we
ought to have a comprehension of how the crowd
utilizes the web content. Clients don't peruse on the
Web; rather, they check the pages, attempting to pick
out a couple of sentences or even pieces of sentences to
get the data they need and clients don't like long,
looking over pages: they lean toward the content to be
short and to the point.
It's All About Engagement
Social learning is dynamic realizing, which implies that understudies partake
legitimately in their own adapting instead of inactively engrossing the data they will
probably overlook once the test is finished. Social media shapes and presents data in
such a way that more than conventional devices do, regardless of whether it's through
a common article with remark usefulness. A Live stream of a significant occasion, an
overview identified with course materials, or an inquiry presented to the more
extensive network.
Moreover, imparting presents and data on different understudies, instead of basically
submitting assignments to the educator, advances further commitment and better
execution from all understudies.
3.4 SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLS
Educators may utilize any of the accompanying social media stages as learning
devices:


Blogs with remark usefulness to share and talk about data;



Twitter and course hashtags to energize open gathering and discussion;



Skype or Google+ Hangouts to connect all the more profoundly with the
material and one another;



Google Docs, Wikis and other shared report apparatuses to store and refine
information;



Project Management Apps to encourage and smooth joint efforts;



LinkedIn and other social systems to manufacture association;



YouTube to make both course and understudy introductions; And more!
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3.5 PUBLIC RELATION THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLS
Facebook
When Facebook began in 2004, it was a no-frills social system
concentrated on interfacing understudies. Nine years and more than 1
billion dynamic clients later, Facebook has become the most generally
utilized social system to date and has formed an online association as we
probably are aware of it. From interfacing far off loved ones to overcome any issues
among brands and their networks, Facebook has taken the manner in which we
connect online to an unheard-of level. This is effectively the biggest social systems
administration site on the planet and one of the most generally utilized.
How are individuals utilizing Facebook?
Since its commencement, Facebook has become a necessary part of individuals'
online social nearness. For some public relation practitioners Facebook is the main
online social system where they take part in their day to day activities. Individuals
can give information about their birthday, anniversary, memorable events, and
achievement so the followers and friends can wish them on the same. They can also
share any information shared by their friends. Facebook Messenger is another
approach to consolidate email and Facebook messages.
How do organizations or institutions utilize Facebook?
Business pages have been a developmental item for Facebook. Organizations and
institutions find Facebook as a platform to develop relationship with customers, with
the latter‘s feedback and opinion. They use it to research any new product
advertisement or any feedback related to product and services. Messages are client
made and have changing degrees of positive feedback and opinion much liked
individual profiles.
Twitter
Established in 2006, Twitter's 280-character scaled-down updates have
changed the world's entrance to ongoing data. Its basic interface takes
into account sharing anything from breaking news to sports, to
extraordinary substance, to overall governmental issues. In a world
where we're oversaturated with media, Twitter additionally permits us to get to what
we have to know. A great part of the detailing from the Arab Spring uprisings was
done legitimately through Twitter. Through the entirety of this, brands are joining the
system not exclusively to advance their messages, yet in addition to rapidly and
compactly address the requirements of their clients. This social system‘s
administration site empowers us to post short instant messages (called tweets).
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How to utilize Twitter in PR?
Twitter has become an instrument for everything from encouraging the breakdown of
governments to modest your information. For some, Twitter has more authentic than
conventional news media. Because of its for the most part open nature, Twitter's most
impressive use is associating individuals. Govt and celebrity put their messages on
twitter and becomes news on behalf of conventional media. The stage permits total
aliens to meet up over normal interests and thoughts and to take part in discussions
that run from the generally unremarkable to the superbly significant.






Participate in Twitter talks relevant to the interests of our image's clients.
We'll discover similar individuals to help grow your system.
Save looks for normal interests or well-known hash labels to discover
individuals discussing those subjects.
Use apparatuses like Follower to discover similarly invested clients.
Likewise, take a look at whom they cooperate with and get connected
with those networks.
Twitter's Discover experience can assist us with reducing into various
discussions. Likewise, look at Twitter Categories, which lets us peruse
the best records on a wide collection of subjects.

Google+
In case we're familiar to a large portion of the Internet, we've most
likely deferred our interest in Google+ with expectations of a sign that
it's an ideal opportunity to make a move. Possessed by the tech
monster Alphabet (Google), this intrigue based social systems
administration stage empowers us to keep in contact with individuals
by sharing messages, photographs, recordings, helpful connects to destinations, etc. It
additionally broadens support for video conferencing through Hangouts and permits
organizations to advance their brands and items through Google+ business pages.
Google's social undertaking, Google+ started in 2011.
So what numbers of individuals do really use Google+?
The most recent numbers from Google, posted in October of 2013, show that there
are around 300 million dynamic month to month clients who transfer 1.5 billion
photographs each week.
While careful numbers aren't accessible, reports normally gauge the site's clients as
about 70% male and 30% female. Circle Count reports the US as the greatest crowd,
trailed by India and Brazil.
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How are individuals utilizing Google+?
Google hasn't discharged much in the method for details and data about how
individuals are utilizing the system beside crude use information. G+ is episodically
accepted to be to a great extent male and tech-driven, which a great part of the
accessible information appears to help. Early adopters are as yet the biggest and most
dynamic gatherings on G+. For instance, we could share content explicit to our expert
system with individuals in that circle, while sharing the photos of your children to a
progressively private hover, all from a similar stage. Another element that is by all
accounts developing in prominence with clients, advertisers, and brands is Google+
Hangout.
LinkedIn
The world's biggest expert social system associates partners with one
another and organizations with present and potential workers, all while
empowering network improvement and substance sharing. LinkedIn's
latent capacity lies in its capacity to manufacture authority, build-up
thought administration, and develop a hearty system. Go along with us for a look
behind the window ornament to check whether LinkedIn is a counterpart for your
business. LinkedIn is effectively one of the most mainstream proficient social systems
administration destinations or applications and is accessible in more than 20 dialects.
It has more than 400 million individual users.
How are individuals utilizing LinkedIn?
Individuals work out their profiles to grandstand their expert foundations and
resumes. They can associate with people they know or have worked with, leave each
other proposals, and find new associations. LinkedIn can likewise be an incredible
spot to search for and get a new line of work, as it accepts the utility of position
sheets and includes the human associations that are so priceless in finding the correct
position.
YouTube
After its modest beginnings in 2005, YouTube has gotten
something other than a spot to watch feline recordings. After eight
years, YouTube has transformed into the world's second-biggest
web crawler, a driver of online culture, and a springboard for
Internet popularity. YouTube has its sights on greater, better thoughts. YouTube is
the world's biggest video-sharing social systems administration site that empowers
clients to transfer and offer recordings, see them, remark on them, and like them.
How the network is being used by consumers
Clients can follow channels (which have gotten progressively modern in their
structure and usefulness throughout the years), transfer their own substance, remark
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on and examine recordings, and follow other clients' substance. With the capacity to
connect straightforwardly to or insert recordings, YouTube has become an essential
wellspring of video amusement for clients everywhere throughout the web. Its
capacity to adapt through promotions—both for itself and its clients—includes a layer
of money related supportability.

Some of the Popular Social Media Sites
WhatsApp
WhatsApp is one of the most popular App throughout the world. In
spite of having been procured by Facebook in 2014, right now
informing stage exists as a free element. It showed up on the scene a
lot later than Facebook, yet has had the option to catch the creative
mind of a huge number of individuals over the world by enabling them to convey and
share in a split second with people and gatherings. Within a few years it becomes
more popular in messaging App throughout world. In India it is one of the popular
App where people send messages, photos, audio, video and many more. People also
have the feature to make audio call and even group video calls to their near and dears
ones. Every individual, professional, corporate, institute and industries use the app to
create group for gossip as well as in official purpose. Number of dynamic clients
every month: 1 billion roughly.

QQ
Tencent QQ (all the more prominently known as QQ) is texting
(talk based) social media stage. It got worldwide (with in excess
of 80 nations utilizing it) after it was propelled in China.
It very well may be utilized to keep in contact with companions through writings,
video calls, and voice talks. It even has worked in the interpreter to decipher your
talks. Number of dynamic clients every month: 853 million roughly

WeChat
This is an across the board interchanges application for informing and
calling (like WhatsApp) that empowers you to associate with your
preferred individuals. It was additionally evolved by Tencent in China
and can without much of a stretch work nearby QQ. According to the BI
insight report, the quantity of WeChat clients is quick finding the
quantity of WhatsApp clients. Number of dynamic clients every month: 697 million
around .

QZone
Like QQ and WeChat, QZone is one more social systems
administration created by Tencent. It empowers you to share
photographs, watch recordings, tune in to melodies, compose web
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journals, keep up journals, etc. It additionally engages you to pick the extras and tweak
the look and feel of your QZone pages. Number of dynamic clients every month:
around 640 million.

Tumblr
Having been possessed by Yahoo since 2013, Tumblr fills in as a social
media cum microblogging stage that can be utilized to discover and follow
things that you like. You can likewise utilize it to post anything, including
multimedia, to a short-structure blog. Also, it gives you the adaptability to
tweak nearly everything. Number of dynamic clients every month: 555 million
roughly.

Instagram
Instagram was propelled as one of a kind social systems administration
stage that was totally founded on sharing photographs and recordings.
This photograph sharing social systems administration application
subsequently empowers you to catch the best snapshots of your life,
with your telephone's camera or some other camera, and convert them
into show-stoppers. Number of dynamic clients every month: 400
million around

Skype
Skype, possessed by Microsoft, is one of the most mainstream
correspondence based social systems administration stages. It permits you
to interface with individuals through voice calls, video calls (utilizing a
webcam), and content informing. You can even lead to a bunch of
telephone calls. Furthermore, best of all, Skype-to-Skype calls are free and can be
utilized to speak with anybody, situated in any piece of the world, over the web.
Number of dynamic clients every month: 300 million around

Snapchat
This is a picture informing the social stage that empowers you to talk
with companions by utilizing pictures. It permits you to investigate news
and even look at live stories that are going on around the globe. Number
of dynamic clients every month: 200 million roughly.

Pinterest
This is a photograph sharing and visual bookmarking social media site
or application that empowers you to discover new thoughts for your
activities and spare them. Along these lines, you can do DIY
assignments or home improvement ventures, plan your movement
motivation, etc by utilizing Pinterest. Number of dynamic clients every month: 100
million roughly.
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Telegram
In any case, Telegram has constantly centered more around the
protection and security of the messages you send over the web by
utilizing its foundation. Along these lines, it engages you to send
messages that are encoded and foolish. Number of dynamic clients
every month: 100 million roughly.

MySpace
This is a music-centered social systems administration site and
gives an intuitive and client submitted system of companions.
It additionally gives online journals, gatherings, individual
profiles, pictures, recordings, etc. Number of dynamic clients: 20 million around.

TikTok
TikTok is madly well known to children nowadays. TikTok is a
social video application that permits its clients to share short
recordings. There's a lot of stickers, channels, and enlarged reality
highlights to add to your recordings. It was the fourth most
downloaded application in 2018 and appears as though it'll top that rundown in 2020.
TikTok is referred to in China as Douyin, which signifies "Vibrating Sound".
Accessible on iOS and Android, TikTok is mainstream for making short music
recordings of somewhere in the range of 3 and 15 seconds.
Quora
Quora is an inquiry and answer-based social system, which began in
mid-2009. Clients tail each other to associate and can even follow
themes they're keen on. These equivalent systems additionally help
to guarantee that responses to questions are high-caliber, legitimate,
and applicable. Quora isn't the only one in the Q&A site space;
Yahoo! Answers, AOL Answers, Formspring, and Google's Baraza are other names.
Reddit
One of the tip-tops not many of the social systems to have had
a unique occasion facilitated by President Barack Obama,
Reddit is a social news and substance arrange that is really
"the first page of the Internet." Users can submit either a selfpost or a connection, and the points will in general change uncontrollably. The people
group can then cast a ballot the post up or down, accordingly directing its situation or
nearness to the first page. Remark strings on the entries become an enormous piece of
the network and the diversion esteem. One well-known element of Reddit is their Ask
Me Anythings (AMAs).
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3.6 ETHICAL ISSUES IN SOCIAL MEDIA
Ethics, by definition, is the idea of what is acceptable, awful, good, and bad. In social
media, the correct ethic approaches the correct point of view and the correct
speculation on the best way to use social media fittingly and how to draw in
individuals in the correct way.
Manners are a code of conduct inside the setting of our general public. In social
media, the correct decorum rises to act the correct way. There certainly is a correct
way and an incorrect method to utilize social media.
The three fundamental standards of social media ethics and decorum are:
Authenticity—individuals will react decidedly on the off chance that you are earnest.
Transparency—having concealed motivation will just mean something negative for
you.
Communication—becoming more acquainted with individuals as individuals and
letting them become acquainted with you.
Ethics can be approximately characterized as "the best activity" or it tends to be
portrayed as the ethical way of thinking of an individual or gathering and as a rule
reflects what the individual or gathering sees as positive or negative. Within
the space of social media, some of the moral inquiries that have got to be examined
and eventually addressed are:
- Can this post be viewed as over sharing?
- Has the data in this post been twisted in any capacity?
- What effect will this post contain?
Privacy
Social media and therefore the information/digital era
have ―redefined‖ privacy. In today‘s Information
Technology—configured societies, where there's
continuous monitoring, privacy has taken a backseat.
Technologies like closed-circuit cameras (CCTV) are
widely prevalent. Personal computers and devices like
our smart sphones enabled with Global Positioning System, Geo locations and Geo
maps make privacy as we all know it, a thing of the past. The open nature of the social
networking sites and therefore the avenues they supply for sharing information during
a ―public or semi-public‖ space create privacy concerns by their very construct.
Information that's inappropriate for a few audiences are repeatedly inadvertently made
visible to groups aside from those intended and may sometimes end in future negative
outcomes.
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Technology has reduced the gap between professional and private spaces and
sometimes leads to information exposure to the incorrect audience. The reduction
within the separation of professional and private spaces can affect image management
especially during a professional setting leading to the erosion of traditional
professional image and impression management. Determining the secondary use of
private information and people who have access to the present information should be
the prerogative of the individual or group to whom the knowledge belongs. However,
engaging in social media activities has removed this control.
Privacy on social networking sites (SNSs) is heavily hooked into the users of those
networks because sharing information is the primary way of participating in social
communities. Privacy in SNSs is ―multifaceted.‖ Users of those platforms are liable
for protecting their information from third-party data collection and managing their
personal profiles. However, participants are usually more willing to offer personal and
more private information in SNSs than anywhere else on the web. This can be risky
for vulnerable user groups, namely young children, teenagers, and also the elderly.
While there are enormous advantages that can be gotten from the viable utilization of
social media there are some unavoidable dangers that are associated with its
utilization. Much consideration ought to in this manner be given to what is partaken in
these discussions. Today social systems are turning into dens of different culprits of
antisocial conduct. These media offer huge volumes of information/data going from a
person's date of birth, the spot of living arrangement, work environment/business, to
data about family and other individual exercises.
-Ethical challenges with social media use
A significant test with the utilization of social media is over sharing on the grounds
that when people share on social media, they will in general offer as much as is
conceivable which is in many cases excessively. Photographs of plastered conduct,
celebrating or other improper substances can change how you are seen by others.
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3.7

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. How can a social medium become an effective tool for PR professionals?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

2. Explain the different social media tools.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
3. What are the ethical issues involved in social media usage?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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UNIT-4: INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS IN
PR
Unit Structure
4.1
Learning Objectives
4.2
Introduction
4.3
Concept of IMC
4.4
Objectives of IMC
4.5
Components and tools of IMC
4.6
Factors influencing IMC
4.7
Advantages of IMC
4.8
Check Your Progress
4.10 References
4.11 Further Readings
4.1
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After completion of this unit, the learners should be able to understand:
 Concept and objectives of Integrated Marketing Communication
 Different components and tools of Integrated Marketing Communication
 Factors influencing Integrated Marketing Communication
 Advantages of Integrated Marketing Communication
4.2
INTRODUCTION
Integrated marketing communications involves brand promotion and creating brand
identity. Brand advancement expands familiarity with items and administrations and
in the end builds their business, returning high benefits and income for the
association. Brand correspondence is an activity taken by associations to make their
items and administrations famous among the end-clients. Brand correspondence goes
far in advancing items and administrations among target buyers. The procedure
involves advancing the brand among target customers. This can be accomplished by:







Advertising
Sales Promotion
Public Relation
Direct Marketing
Personal Selling
Social media, and so on
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4.3

CONCEPT OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
(IMC)

Schultz (1993) depicted IMC as the origination of promoting correspondence
arranging that blend and survey vital job of different correspondence control to get
the exactness, consistency, and bigger effect.
In hypothetical investigations, Kotler and Armstrong (2006) created predominant
hypothesis for Integrated Marketing Communications and expressed that it is an idea
wherein a “company cautiously incorporates and arranges its numerous
correspondence channels broad communications publicizing, individual selling, deals
advancement, advertising, direct showcasing, bundling, and others to convey a
reasonable, reliable, and convincing message about the association and its items".
The results of Integrated Marketing Communications are prevalent correspondence
that changes into consistent deals volume. Integrated Marketing Communications
encourages an organization to comprehend the necessities of explicit clients and
afterward helps in structuring an all-around composed special program that deals with
client relationship. Pelsmacker et al (2006) certified that Integrated Marketing
Communication is "the incorporation of specific correspondences works that recently
worked with changing degrees of self-governance".

Examples of Integrated Marketing
Communication
To understand these concepts further,
consider some of the following examples
of real campaigns executed by real
companies.
1. Domino’s AnyWare — When you‘re

Print
Broadcast
Results
Tracking
Interactive
Brand
Partnership

Integrated
Marketing
Direct
Response

Media
Planning

Outdoor
Strategic
hungry,
Planning
and
especially
―pizza
hungry,‖ you want food immediately. You
don‘t want to wade through endless topping
options, enter your payment information,
update your current address, and then patiently await the delivery person. Domino‘s
AnyWare campaign fully addressed this issue by creating a streamlined system of
ordering that could be completed through almost any platform. Hungry customers
could use Twitter, text messages, smart watches, and smart TVs to get their orders in.
This campaign garnered more than 2 million impressions on social media and was
featured on multiple celebrity talk shows. It also significantly increased the number of
pizza orders that were made through digital devices.
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2. GoPro: Be a Hero — GoPro has used Be a Hero campaign to emotionally appeal to
the masses. The video camera brand sells
portable, durable devices that encourage thrillseekers to record their adventurous moments.
Whether it be a run down a challenging skislope or footage of your company‘s field day,
GoPros are there to capture adventure at every
angle.The company‘s Be a Hero campaign
spanned
multiple
mediums,
including
magazines, billboards, in-store displays, and digital marketing.The campaign includes
footage from a plethora of these heroes, from surfers riding the waves, to drivers
heading into the sunset. The brand‘s message is clear: heroes are all around us.
3. Snickers: You’re not you when you’re hungry — As someone who is
emotionally affected by low blood
pressure, Snickers‘ ―You‘re not you
when you‘re hungry‖ campaign struck a
chord with the audience. Arguably, its
most popular execution was the release
of commercials featuring celebrity
cameos wherein the celebrity would act
out, leading Snickers to reveal it was a
regular person who wasn‘t acting like
themselves
because
they
were
hungry.This campaign blew up for
Snickers, mainly because of the celebrity appearances. It was especially popular
during Superbowl 2015, with celebrities such as Steve Buscemi and Danny Trejo and
the use of vintage television show The Brady Bunch. Effie.org shows that this
campaign resulted in an 18,000 percent increase in YouTube searches for Snickers.
4.4
OBJECTIVES OF IMC
Each strategy in business has specific destinations to contend in the commercial
center. Integrated Marketing Communications technique of correspondence is engaged
to achieve explicit targets. Katrandjiev (2000)
clarified two opposing targets of IMC. The
principal objective
is to
accomplish
considerable deals and the subsequent point is
to build up a solid brand picture. Schultz
(1993) expressed that the significant reason for
Integrated Marketing Communications is to
have an extraordinary effect on the brain of the
intended interest group. A definitive target of
IMC is to build up client arranged sensibilities,
aid asset dispersion and achieve an upper hand.
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4.5

COMPONENTS AND TOOLS OF IMC

IMC technique has three primary components: the shopper, the channels, and the
assessment of results.
These parts are talked about beneath:
Consumers: In this factor, it is questioned how purchasers get data and how the
conveyance of that trade of data influences the message's structure and substance.
Communication channels: This component interviews a few channels and how viable
every divert is in the IMC procedure.
Different segments of Integrated Marketing Communication:
1.The Foundation - It is basic for advertisers to comprehend the brand, its
contributions and end-clients. You have to know the necessities, perspectives, and
desires for the objective clients. Keep a nearby watch on the contender's exercises.
2.The Corporate Culture - The highlights of items and administrations should be in
accordance with the work culture of the association. Each association has a dream and
it's significant for the advertisers to remember the equivalent before planning items
and administrations. Let us comprehend it with the assistance of a model. Association
A's dream is to advance a green and clean world. Normally its items should be eco
neighborly and biodegradable, in lines with the vision of the association.
3.Brand Focus - Brand Focus speaks to the corporate personality of the brand.
4.Consumer Experience - Marketers need to concentrate on buyer experience which
alludes to what the clients feel about the item. A customer is probably going to get an
item that has great bundling and looks alluring. Items need to meet and surpass client
desires.
5.Communication Tools - Communication devices incorporate different methods of
advancing a specific brand, for example, publicizing, direct selling, advancing through
social media, for example, Facebook, Twitter, Orkut, etc.
6.Promotional Tools - Brands are advanced through different limited time
instruments, for example, exchange advancements, individual selling, etc.
Associations need to fortify their relationship with clients and outer customers.
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Marketing Communications process:

Marketing Objectives
Marketing Communication

Objectives and Strategies

Budget Process
Integrated Marketing Communication
Advertising

Public Relations

Personal Selling

Sponsorships

There are eight devices of
IMC
which
are
Advertising,
Personal
selling,
Sales
advancement, Publicity,
Public
relations,
Sponsorship,
Direct
showcasing,
and
E
correspondence.

Objectives
Sales promotion

Direct Marketing

Publicity

E-Communication

Target market/audiences

Evaluation of effectiveness and control

We shall briefly describe them:
Advertising- Direct correspondence to a client or business that is configured to
produce a reaction as a request or a solicitation for additional data
Deals promotion- Electronic correspondence for instance on the web
Sponsorship- Oral correspondence with potential purchasers of an item with the
expectation of making a deal
E-communication- Non-individual advancement of merchandise, administrations,
organizations, and thoughts
Open relations
News things or story which passes on data about an association
or item
Direct Marketing- Promotion planned for making and keeping up a positive picture of
a business
Individual selling- Marketing endeavors intended to create immediate enthusiasm for
buying an item or administration, including coupons, deals, limits, premiums,
sweepstakes and challenges
Publicity- Providing cash or different assets to help an occasion or cause typically in
return for some of publicizing. Integrated promoting interchanges include all segments
and partners from both inside and outside of association.
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Figure: Schematic outline for IMC component technique and its reality stream:
IMC differs from conventional marketing communication in numerous ways. IMC is
related with some positive differences in comparison to traditional marketing
communication.
Communications and traditional marketing communication:
Integrated marketing Communication

Traditional Marketing Communication

Synergy Function: Integrated into one

Isolated function : Partitioning

Customer-Oriented:

Organization-Oriented: start with the goals

Start

with

the

customer needs and wants

at product

Coherent communication programs

Breaking Communication programs

Brand relationship objective

Short-term sales objective

Targeted to stakeholder segment

Widespread audience

Table: Comparison of Integrated Marketing

4.6
FACTORS INFLUENCING IMC
Numerous variables have an extraordinary effect on Integrated Marketing
Communications. Schultz (1996) expressed that Integrated Marketing
Communications do not just rely upon consolidation of a limited-time blend rather it
likewise depends on the framework, staffing, showcasing spending plan, and abilities.
Showcasing spending plan is generally significant. In the event that spending limit
isn't as per the requirements of firms, it might have a negative outcome. Kitchen et
al. (2004) depicted that the nature of the business has an incredible effect on
Integrated Marketing Communications. Another scholar, Vargas (2015) said that the
nature of the item, the idea of the market, stage in item lifecycle, cost, and assets
accessible for the advancement likewise have a significant effect on these
correspondence rehearses.
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4.7 ADVANTAGES OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Buyers are frequently overpowered by the huge number of commercials flooding both
on the web and disconnected correspondence channels. Advertising messages risk
being neglected and overlooked in the event that they are not pertinent to shoppers'
needs and needs. Integrated Marketing Communication aims at creating brand
mindfulness. IMC is likewise more financially savvy than broad communications. As
shoppers invest more energy in PCs and cell phones, advertisers try to weave together
numerous exposures to their brands utilizing diverse touch focuses. Organizations
would then be able to see the presentation of their correspondence strategies in
general rather than as divided pieces.
The Communications Process
The most essential type of correspondence is a procedure
where at least two people endeavor to deliberately or
unwittingly impact each other using images or words to
fulfill their individual needs. Moreover, coordinated
promoting correspondences utilizes this interchanges
procedure to convince target Audiences to tune in and
follow up on advertising messages. Our capacity to get,
impart and process data from different communicators and outside upgrades
empowers us to see the publicizing and limited time messages vital to incorporated
advertising interchanges.
Two-way Communication: The communications process involves two or more
persons exchanging words or symbols.
Developmental Process of IMC
Integrated Marketing Communications follow various advances or stages. Kitchen and
Schultz (2000) clarified the phases in the formative procedure of IMC. These stages
are
1. Tactical co-appointment (content)
2.Redefining the extent of showcasing correspondences (channels)
3.Application of data innovation (partners)
4.Strategic and money related mix (results)
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Financial and
strategic
integration

Application of
information
technology

Redefining the scope
of marketing
communication
Tactical coordination of
marketing
communications

4
3t
h
2r
d
1n
d
s
t

The four stages model of integrated marketing communications (IMC)
As can be found in the model, the four phases are:
1.

Tactical coordination of marketing communication

2.

Redefining the scope of marketing communication

3.

Application of information technology

4.

Financial strategic integration

Stage 1: Tactical coordination of marketing communications.
The primary stage witnesses a basic intra-organizational coordination, where
consensus regarding utilization of a standard logo, an organization trademark,
corporate hues, and a general message is arrived at.
Stage 2: Redefining the scope of marketing communications

In this stage the organization thinks of drawing in a potential or current client. The
organization should seriously think about email contacts, cooperation with staff,
sponsorships, media considerations, data and examination sites, retail sales reps, after
deals administration contacts, signage on structures etc.
Stage 3: Application of information technology
The third stage attempts to coordinate the general interchanges approach, as
accomplished in stages one and two, over the information and practices of the
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association. Decisions regarding more prominent utilization of information and data is
taken.
Stage 4: Financial and strategic integration

The last stage focusses on monetary coordination. Important decisions regarding
finances and Return on Investment (ROI) are taken at this stage.
4.8

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Explain the concept of integrated marketing communication.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
2. Write the advantages of integrated marketing communication.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

3. Describe the four stage model of integrated marketing communication.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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